Michigan lottery irks students

By MEGHANNE DOWNES

Over 1,500 students waited outside Reckers Wednesday afternoon to obtain a ticket for the Michigan football ticket lottery; however, only 700 students left with lottery tickets.

Citing Indiana state law and NCAA regulations, Charlie Ebersol, Student Union Board President, said the SUB sponsored event was forced to shut down at 6 p.m. Indiana state law prevented SUB from holding the lottery for more than three hours.

“Today due to the irregularities and illegality of past years, and the fact that under state law a lottery is considered gambling, we had to operate under different and stricter regulations,” Ebersol said.

In previous years, the ticket lottery was plagued with fraud as individuals who were not students and SUB staff members obtained tickets. Ebersol contributed this partly to the method of using phone books to track individuals who obtained lottery tickets.

The system used Wednesday involved swiping ID cards through a reader and then manually inputting the entries. The SUB President announced the winners.

I take responsibility for the errors that occurred, but we moved forward with accommodating more people.”

CHARLIE EBERSOL
SUB PRESIDENT

Students crowd outside Reckers on Wednesday, waiting to enter the lottery for tickets to the Michigan game. More than half left without raffle tickets.
Just when you didn’t think it could get any worse, it did. I’m referring, of course, to the lottery for Michigan football tickets that took place Wednesday at Recker’s.

Some of you may remember I tried in vain to acquire tickets to the Florida State game through the University last year. For those who don’t, I rounded up friends’ ID cards and collected as many lottery tickets as possible for the chance to see the Irish play in Tallahassee, Fla.

Unfortunately, I was among the several thousand Notre Dame, Saint Mary’s and Holy Cross students who entered the lottery for the 150 tickets and didn’t win. I also pulled an all-nighter in the basement of LaFortune in a vain attempt to get my hands on the half dozen unclaimed tickets several days later.

I made it inside Florida State’s Duck Campbell Stadium to see the Irish defeat the ‘Noles last year, but I gave it a Florida State student ticket.

I was annoyed last year by the small number of tickets available to students. Notre Dame receives several thousand tickets to football away games. The fact that they offer me a measly 150 to students, the heart and soul of the Irish’s fan base, just didn’t seem right.

This year, I’m still at the upper end of the number of tickets that the University provides for students. What makes me even madder, however, is the system used for distributing this grossly inadequate amount.

I waited for over an hour in a line that stretched outside of Recker’s and wrapped around to Dillon Hall to move 15 feet. Shortly before 5 p.m., a representative came by to announce that Indiana State gambling laws mandated that the lottery end exactly three hours after it started. My friend and I checked out our position in line and realized we didn’t have a prayer.

Our fellow line mates told us that the Student Union Board-sponsored lottery was staffed by three people and was capable of processing one request per a minute. As a newspaper reporter, I’d like to have verified this but the mob scene inside the Hospital in Dillon Hall was getting close. I have to take their word for it.

To have only three people staffing a line made up of hundreds of students, desperate to see one of the most hyped games of the season, is ridiculous. I can access and access tickets being limited; I realize alumni and friends of the University are entitled to see a Notre Dame football game too.

But please, don’t waste our time with an inefficient lottery distribution system. If the University can’t guarantee those interested a ticket, they should at least give them a chance in the lottery.

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer. Contact Andrew Thagard at athagard@nd.edu.

**Corrections**

The Observer regrets itself in a professional publication and strives for the highest standards of journalism at all times. We do, however, recognize that we will make mistakes. If we have made a mistake, please contact us at 631-4541 so we can correct our error.

**Inside Column**

Deja vu

Just when you didn’t think it could get any worse, it did.

**Offbeat**

Dutch find Baboon noses

AMSTERDAM — Around 2,000 baboon noses were found packed in an abandoned suitcase at Amsterdam airport when they started to stink, official said Wednesday.

Dutch customs police made the gruesome discovery last week and turned the case over to the Agriculture Ministry’s Inspection Service. Baboons are protected under international law.

“We assume these animals were killed, and we have to prevent something like this from happening again,” spokesman Louis Stevens said. He said the noses had been destroyed.

The noses — around 66 pounds worth — were en route from Lagos, Nigeria, to the United States and are believed to have been meant to be eaten or used in traditional medicine by indigenous people.

**TODAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Weather</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Brief**

Irish Fighting for St. Jude, a service club that raises money for the St. Jude Children’s Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., will sponsor a Krispy Kreme donut sale on Friday. Sept. 5.

The sale begins at 8:15 a.m. outside of D’Arbonne Hall.

Elvira Kurt, a comedian who has performed on Comedy Central, will perform at 7 p.m. today at Carroll Auditorium on Saint Mary’s campus. The event is sponsored by the Student Activities Board.

The Notre Dame Right To Life club will sponsor free food and music today at the Fieldhouse Mall. Festivities start at 4 p.m.

Dillon Hall will host their annual football pep rally today. The rally starts at 7 p.m. on South Quad in front of Dillon.

Acoustic Cafe will take place tonight at 9 p.m. in the LaFortune Student Center.

Enjoy popular music and dancing Thursday night at Legends of Notre Dame. The music starts at midnight and continues until 4 a.m.

Moreau Galleries will present the SISTAR Grant Project by Sandi Ginter and Lisa Ritter during their regular hours today and through Saturday.

Cheer on the Irish during the first football pep rally of the season. The rally begins at 6 p.m. Friday in the ALC.

To submit information to be included in this section of The Observer, e-mail detailed information about an event to onlineuse@nd.edu.
By KEVIN ALLEN

The Student Senate met at its first meeting of the year Wednesday to discuss the primary issues they will be dealing with this year.

Student body president Pat McGraw, a South Bend Country Club for the past 20 years, said the Union better accommodate the level of student usage.

McGraw has ensured a reliable, dining experience at Bookmakers by hiring Kip Peters, head chef at South Bend Country Club for the past 15 years, to captain the kitchen.

McGraw has agreed to sponsor the radio station WAOE to broadcast a two-hour radio show from Bookmakers during the renovations.

Since closing the bar on July 27 for the $200,000 renovation project, McGraw has hired over 20 new employees, some of whom are Notre Dame students, and McGraw said he is still in the process of hiring more staff.

Unlike Coach's, patrons of all ages are welcome at Bookmakers. However, due to Indiana state law, only those over 21 years of age will be permitted to enter the building after 9 p.m.

Contact Kevin Allen at kallen@nd.edu

By MAUREEN REYNOLDS

The Student Senate met at its first meeting of the year Wednesday to discuss the primary issues they will be dealing with this year.

Student body president Pat McGraw, a South Bend Country Club for the past 20 years, said the Union better accommodate the level of student usage.

McGraw has ensured a reliable, dining experience at Bookmakers by hiring Kip Peters, head chef at South Bend Country Club for the past 15 years, to captain the kitchen.

McGraw has agreed to sponsor the radio station WAOE to broadcast a two-hour radio show from Bookmakers during the renovations.

Since closing the bar on July 27 for the $200,000 renovation project, McGraw has hired over 20 new employees, some of whom are Notre Dame students, and McGraw said he is still in the process of hiring more staff.

Unlike Coach's, patrons of all ages are welcome at Bookmakers. However, due to Indiana state law, only those over 21 years of age will be permitted to enter the building after 9 p.m.

Contact Kevin Allen at kallen@nd.edu
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By NATALE KACHUREK

Saint Mary's will utilize a new e-mail-messaging component of Aegis this fall. The switch will be made to better accommodate the level of e-mail use by our college and will offer many new and useful features to help facilitate communication and organization for the Saint Mary's community, according to an announcement made Tuesday.

Most first-year students were introduced to Aegis last week in the mandatory Information Technology workshops and are already using the new system.

Many returning students, however, have doubts about making the switch. Already comfortable with Outlook and Eudora email systems, some are frustrated at the need to transfer address books, many say they do not see the need for change.

Despite these doubts, Keith Fowlkes, director of Information Technology, claims that the transition will be easy and the benefits will outweigh the inconveniences.

"I promised the students last year that we would have a better e-mail system," Fowlkes said. "That's why we upgraded the IMP technology and made sure to keep my promise to the students." The Aegis interface will be faster, more intuitive and will have a more attractive look, Fowlkes said. It will offer advanced junk mail blocking capabilities for both students and faculty and the ability to easily share e-mail folders between users.

Users will also enjoy new corporate and personal address book interfaces, new "vacation message" features and the ability to easily change passwords. Fowlkes said. Aegis is fully compatible with Netscape Mail, Outlook and Eudora email systems.

According to Fowlkes, one of the most innovative features of Aegis is its calendaring function. Users can create multiple calendars that can be integrated with e-mail to send reminders of upcoming events. Users will also have the option to share calendars for group organization or to keep them private for personal use. Information stored in Aegis calendars syncs seamlessly with Palm and Windows CE PDAs using free software available online.

"I think they are going to love it," Fowlkes said. "The features and speed of this system are going to bring a whole new world of community to our campus that is not available now, and it will help us integrate, communicate and collaborate. I'm very excited about it." The deadline for students to switch to Aegis is Nov. 30. All address books and saved mail must also be transferred over by this date.

Contact Natalie Kachurek at nkachu01@saintmarys.edu

SENATE

Members jump start new year

"I want to make sure that the University is up-to-date on issues of rape," Kaitlyn Redfield senator

"There's a lot of interest in rape at the University and these issues are important," Redfield said. "I would like to make sure that the University is up-to-date on issues of rape."
Parking
continued from page 1
of the residents had previously complained to authorities that the parking created a disturbance, barring intoxicated football fans into the area, some of whom dumped hot coals onto lawns. Residents also reported that an ambulance was unable to quickly arrive because of a traffic jam. Nash said.

Last year, South Bend police heightened action against residents who disobeyed the law, issuing fines to many. When some homeowners continued the practice in spite of multiple fines, the city filed suit.

The case between the city and 10 residents went to court on Friday and the verdict was reached Tuesday. All the residents represented themselves in court and two of the ten contacted the city attorney's office and reached an agreed injunction in advance. Defendants in the case had all received at least two fines from the city prior to the suit.

Neighborhoods where residents were charged in the case expressed shock at the verdict. Nash, however, said that people were not singled out and that the city's rules will be enforced in all neighborhoods surrounding the campus on game days. "Some of the neighbors got the impression that others were off the hook," Nash said. "That's not the case.

The defendants have the opportunity to appeal the injunction within the next 30 days, and some of the neighbors have contacted an attorney, according to Hetterson. Residents also have the option of paying over their lawns to legally accommodate parked vehicles. Hetterson, however, said that he would not consider such a move.

"Why should I have to pave my front yard?" he asked. "No way. If I want to park cars in my yard, that's my business, not the city's. I pay property taxes.

Notre Dame did not take a position on the case because the University was not directly involved, according to University spokesman Dennis Brown. He said, however, that Notre Dame has ample parking on campus to accommodate football fans.

"There is more than enough parking available on campus for any and all who would come for a Notre Dame football game," Brown said. "There's plenty of parking available."

Contact Andrew Thagard at athagard@nd.edu

Shanghai Garden
Special Student Offer
Shrimp Fried Rice for Only 99c
Or an Egg Roll for Free
with Any Order of Customer's Choice or Dinner Combination Entry
Tel: (574) 271-0125

Delicious Chinese Food!!!
Offer expires Sept.17

NDCinema presents the
Fall 2003 Schedule
NDCinema is a film series sponsored by Notre Dame's Department of Film, Television, and Theatre
Carey Auditorium, Hesburgh Library
Films are subject to change. For updates visit us online at www.nd.edu/~ftt

Saint Mary's College reconstructs CWIL
By ALISON NICERSON
News Writer
The Saint Mary's College Center for Women's Intercultural Leadership announced that it has restructured its program in hopes of moving toward a more unified model of women's leadership.

Two of the major changes that took place were the reorganization of responsibilities among four different officers and the establishment of a coordinator to deal with the numerous programs and activities that the group takes part in.

The center, established in 2001 as a result of a five-year, $12 million grant from the Lilly Foundation, made the changes to provide for a long-term model that will be more efficient and effective for the campus group.

"The changes provide for a more focused approach to the center's three main components: scholarship and research, leadership and change, and teaching and learning," said Patrick White, vice president and dean of faculty.

Former CWIL director Meredith Reid Sarkows has handled research, teaching and special projects. Elaine Meyer Lee holds the new office of coordinator, who also serves as director of international and intercultural learning.

Fellow directors Sister Marianne Farina, Bonnie Bazata and Tracy Robinson handle scholarship, community connections and intercultural living programs, respectively.

By revamping the Center, the college hopes to take CWIL to the next level and intensify their influence around the college, as well as in the community, White said.

Contact Alison Nickerson at
Nick1108@stmarys.edu

Diversity
continued from page 1
United States, beating out Ivy League schools and other top-notch institutions such as Stanford and Duke.

"In contributing financially, they help to keep the tuition lower than it would normally be, which then provides financial aid for those students, many of whom are minority, who cannot afford the place," Saracino said. "It's a very symbiotic relationship.

Saracino said that, for as long as universities have existed, there have been preferential admissions processes — for those who could pay, before financial aid; for athletes, for legacies, for the children of faculty and staff and other groups.

"It's really unfortunate that the group that has benefited from some kind of preferential consideration for the shortest period of time was the group that was being attacked," Saracino said of the Michigan case.

Contact Sheila Flynn at
dflynn2@nd.edu

Old School
@10pm in DeBartolo 101
Acoustic Cafe
Now in the Basement of LaFortune 9pm-Midnight

Coming Up This Week:
Friday: $1 movies on
Old School DeBartolo 101 @ 8pm & 10:30pm
Saturday: Comedy Hypnotist Dale K
Washington Hall @9pm (It's FREE!!!)
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Support for U.S. fades in Europe
BRUSSELS, Belgium — After the Iraq war, support for U.S. global leadership has faded badly in European nations, most dramatically in Germany and France which strenuously opposed the war, according to a survey released Thursday.

President Bush's standing has just about evaporated in Germany where his approval rating is 16 percent — down from 36 percent in 2002 — and where public opinion increasingly questions American leadership, said the Trans-Atlantic Trends 2003 survey.

"The Germans can no longer see any difference between Europe and the United States has now exposed an unambiguous preference for Europe," it said.

New SARS surveillance launched
BEIJING — Tracking both rumors and reality, the World Health Organization announced plans Wednesday to test a new SARS surveillance system next week in the regions of China that were worst hit by the disease.

Health specialists want such surveillance in place in case SARS, which ebbed in June, returns in the cold weather of coming months.

With a four-week trial run of the system, WHO hopes to see China detecting more suspected SARS cases — even if those cases don't turn out to be the disease — in the belief that many false alarms demonstrate better medical vigilance.

WHO officials in Beijing have said they were concerned that China, unlike other affected countries, had very few SARS-related false alarms, or "noise." That suggests less information is flowing in or being made public.

NATIONAL NEWS

Immigrant drivers' bill sent to Davis
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A bill giving an estimated 2 million undocumented immigrants the ability to drive legally is on its way to Gov. Gray Davis after two days of legislative debate that showed the deep political rifts over illegal immigration.

Although he has twice vetoed earlier versions of the bill, Davis aides have said the governor wanted to see him sign this one, which returns the state to its pre-1994 population have embraced the bill, and some opponents of the bill, approved 23-15 by the Assembly, said in members of the newly appointed 25-member Cabinet that will begin taking over many of the day-to-day duties of governing the country from the U.S.-led Coalition Provisional Authority.

While military control was ceremoniously passed to the Polish, the handover of the holy city of Najaf was delayed at least two weeks after the NATO bombing of the holy city.

The Polish military, which is leading a 9,500-strong international force in central Iraq, also cited delays in training peacekeepers.

Sanchez said the transfer of authority delivered a message that the U.S.-led force occupying Iraq was a broad-based 30-nation coalition.

"It's indeed a historic moment. It's a moment the world community has stepped up to an international force for the first time under the leadership of the United States," Sanchez said.

JAPAN

Paraplegic reaches summit of Fuji

Associated Press

STOP MOUNT FUJI — An American student who lost the use of his legs in a car accident as a teenager reached the peak of Mount Fuji on Thursday, the first successful climb of its kind.

Koichi Reilly, 22, climbed Japan's highest peak in three days, using a four-wheeled, custom-made mountain bike powered by an arm driven center crank.

"I'm very, very tired, but I'm overjoyed," said Reilly, who reached the summit. "It's awesome. It took a lot of work, but I feel very privileged to be here."

A round of cheers rang across Fiji's rock and snow-covered slopes as Reilly reached the top and stopped by a small shrine, his Japanese-style shrine, where climbers offer prayers for good luck and prosperity. His eight-member support team then lifted him and his climbing device into the air and spun him around several times to celebrate the success.

"We were ready for an even harder climb," said John Nelson, Reilly's uncle and an experienced mountain climbing guide. "We were prepared for emergencies. We had medical kits, harnesses — we were very ready for this climb."

Nelson said he hopes Reilly's next summit will be Mt. Rainier in Washington state. They also aim to scale Aconcagua, the tallest peak in South America at 22,855-feet.

"I feel especially privileged to do this as a family," said Levi Reilly, one of three brothers Reilly was climbing with. "We're a very close family and it's great to be able to do this together."

Reilly, a student at Oregon State University in Corvallis, said he hoped the climb would serve as an example of what those with disabilities are capable of accomplishing.

"I just wanted to be able to show people what's out there. I wanted to show them what I can do and I hope some people will be inspired by me," Reilly, originally from Soldotna, Alaska, turns a crank to propel his arm-powered, "Scarab" climbing apparatus, which is made of titanium tubing. The $35,000 machine is designed to roll over boulders and even climb steps.

Since losing the use of his legs in a 1996 car crash, Reilly climbed Colorado's Mount Elbert at 14,435 feet and California's Mount Shasta at 14,162 feet.
continued from page 1

in Springfield, Ill. Pope, one of two finalists for the scholarship, tried to rearrange his interview, however, the Rotary Club said this was impossible.

Pope said Kirk informed him the morning-long training sessions he would miss would not make him a better RA, but that there was a zero-tolerance policy for missing training.

Kirk maintained the orientation was necessary, saying, "RA training is critically important to serve the dorm.

Throughout his attempts to reschedule his training, Pope said he reiterated to Student Affairs officials his commitment to serving Sorin Hall and the University as an RA.

"I wanted to fulfill my commitment to Sorin and Notre Dame as much as I could," Pope said. "I told [Kirk] that I was 100 percent committed to serving Sorin this year.

"I did purposely opt not to tell them a direct answer because I did not want them to preemptively fire me. I wanted to fulfill as much of my commitment as possible and was still working not to get fired."

Doug Pope
Former Sorin RA

"I wanted to fulfill my commitment to Sorin and Notre Dame as much as I could, and I told [Kirk] that I was 100 percent committed to serving Sorin this year," Pope said.

Pope admitted he did not directly inform Student Affairs officials of his decision to attend the interview when asked repeatedly about his intentions. Pope said officials informed him to resign if he planned to miss training.

"I did purposely opt not to tell them a direct answer because I did not want them to preemptively fire me," Pope said. "I wanted to fulfill as much of my commitment as possible and was still working not to get fired."

Pope said he arrived for RA orientation hopeful that he could remain an RA and still attend the interview. He said he met with the presenters of the sessions he would miss, but was later informed by University officials that there was no replacement training and his personal meetings would not compensate for the training he would miss.

Pope said he met with Kirk following an orientation breakfast where he and other members of the Sorin Hall staff learned that Craig also faced a similar situation. Pope said he entered his conversation with Kirk thinking his situation may have changed, as Sorin now faced the possibility of losing two of its four RAs.

However, Pope said Kirk wanted a direct answer regarding his decision. Pope said he would attend the interview and the University would have to fire him because he believed resigning would show he was not committed to Sorin. Kirk then fired him.

Though Pope did not win the scholarship, he said he does not regret his decision. Pope moved off-campus with Craig and former Sorin resident and current student body president Pat Hallahan, saying he looks forward to the rest of his senior year — though it will be different from what he expected.

Kirk declined to comment on specific circumstances, saying only that one RA resigned and another was fired.

Kirk said situations arise every year where RAs have conflicts and have to reconsider being an RA or where RAs are replaced during the year.

Pope said the replacement RAs for Sorin — Stephen Merjavy and Steve Morrow — did not arrive until well into RA orientation.

Though Kirk denied to comment on the two replacement RAs, he did say that when RAs are replaced, depending on the situation, they will work with the existing hall staff and other arrangements are made for their training.

Hallahan said his office and Student Senate intend to research the RA incidents.

He said there were a handful of RAs who had scheduling conflicts with the orientation because of the MCAT.

Hallahan said his office and Student Senate intend to research the RA incidents. He said he knew of at least one RA, who would have been a second year RA, who opted to forgo being an RA this year in order to take the MCAT.

Contact Meghanne Downes at mdownesl@nd.edu

Contact Meghanne Downes at mdownesl@nd.edu

with Anne Mulcahy
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Xerox Corporation

Come listen to Anne Mulcahy, chairman and chief executive officer of Xerox Corporation, speak about the Xerox turnaround and return to profitability. Anne is credited with bringing Xerox back from the brink of bankruptcy and it considered one of the rising stars in corporate America.

Mulcahy will touch on the challenges of transforming a major corporation — from restructuring, retooling, cost cutting, sales, pricing and new products and services. Of particular interest will be Anne's comments on the future of Xerox, the challenge of women executives in business, ethics and corporate governance in America, and of course opportunities at Xerox for Domers. Experience firsthand Anne's straightforward approach and how she energized employees during the turnaround while making tough decisions.

Xerox is a partner with Notre Dame Athletics with a strong brand and a vision for helping Notre Dame students. Throughout its difficult times, Xerox continued to support scholarship grants and employment opportunities for Notre Dame students. The company has 158,000 employees worldwide and ranks number 116 in the Fortune 500. Xerox is building a bright future around its customer focused and employee-centered core values, augmented by passion for innovation, speed and adaptability.

Saturday, September 6, 2003
10:45 a.m.
Jordan Auditorium, Mendoza College of Business

This lecture/Q&A session is free and open to the public

Lottery continued from page 1

ing the student's AFS ID into the system. Ebersol and his staff then had to document all of the information they obtained from students and their entire lottery process for the University.

Several students were confused when the ticket line was cut off at the card swipe machine at 6:07 p.m., and not the inside door of Rockers as they were led to believe.

"I take responsibility for the errors that occurred, but we moved forward from last year with accommodating more people," Ebersol said. "We realize it needs to better and we are working to improve it.

This was the second largest football ticket lottery at Notre Dame, the first being last year's Florida State game and this year's attendance surpassed the average by almost 200.

Ebersol said he has already spoken with OIT to improve the system for the Purdue and Boston College football ticket lottery.

The 148 winners of the lottery were announced in today's paper and each winner will have the opportunity to purchase two tickets.

Contact Meghanne Downes at mdownesl@nd.edu

Contact Meghanne Downes at mdownesl@nd.edu
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| Dow Jones | 9,568.46 | +45.19 |

**In Brief**

Zippo cranks out 400 million lighter

PITTSBURGH — The Zippo Manufacturing Co. isn't selling as many lighters as McDonald's does hamburgers — "billions and billions." But workers at the cigarette lighter plant in Pennsylvania are likely to celebrate production of the company's 400 millionth lighter.

Founded in 1932, the company took 10 years to produce its first million lighters — becoming a staple of Americans when Zippo were issued to U.S. soldiers during World War II — and 37 years to hit the 100 million mark.

The 300 millionth Zippo lighter was produced on April 15, 1996. That means the company, headquartered about 130 miles north of Pittsburgh, has cranked out 100 million general lighters in slightly more than seven years.

Although America is becoming less smoker friendly, collectors and smokers in overseas markets continue to fuel demand for Zippo, perhaps best known for the distinctive click made by the lids of their brass- and-stainless steel cases.

GM, Asian post hefty auto sales

DETROIT — General Motors Corp. and several Asian rivals posted hefty sales increases in August, the third month in a row so far this year in which foreign automakers continued to make gains on Detroit's Big Three.

August's seasonally adjusted annual sales pace of 19 million vehicles was the highest since December 2001, despite falling sales rates in July and August, GM, Ford Motor Co. and DaimlerChrysler AG's Chrysler Group have seen their total sales fall 5 percent so far this year, according to sales results released Wednesday.

Conversely, their Asian competitors are up 3 percent through August, and European brands are up 1 percent.

Elderly targeted with investment scam

WASHINGTON — Often living on fixed incomes for much of their lives, some seniors are desperate about money, older investors are being targeted with complex investment scams promising huge returns as the stock market chumns and health care costs climb, state securities regulators say.

The North American Securities Administrators Association is alerting seniors to the dangers of investment fraud and urging them to take control of their finances. The group, which represents state and provincial securities regulators in the United States, Canada and Mexico, was announcing Thursday state securities regulators in more than 40 states and was described by a federal judge as the most massive accounting fraud in U.S. history.

Kick back to school prescription drugs rise

NEW YORK — For many parents, the back-to-school buying includes not just books, binders and knapsacks — but also medicine for treating a child's chronic short attention span and hyperactivity.

Drug prescriptions typically rise in the fall as teachers notice a pattern of inattention, impulsivity and frenetic behavior among some students. This year the pharmaceutical company is touting a new drug of choice for attention deficit disorders in the related attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.

El Lilly & Co.'s product, Strattera, is a winning prize from some doctors and parents because it is not a stimulant and is not habit forming. Strattera was introduced by January and by June had quickly grabbed 12 percent of a prescription market totaling nearly $2 billion in yearly sales, according to Deloitte & Touche, a pharmaceutical research and consulting firm. That exceeded some analysis expectations.

"Clearly we are moving an unmet need in the market," said Dr. Gary Tollefson, vice president medical-neuropsychology at Lilly Research Laboratories.

Market leader Concerta's prescription share fell to 22.7 percent in June from 26 percent in January, according to IMS Health Inc., the second most popular drug has a 20.9 percent share, down from 22.6 percent.

Still, doctors are uncertain Strattera will ultimately prove as effective as stimulants, which for now remain the benchmark treatments for attention deficit and hyperactivity.

Concerta's manufacturer, McNeil Consumer & Specialty Pharmaceuticals, said it didn't change its marketing plans because of Strattera.

"Parents are very pleased with the results from Concerta," said Michelle Brennan, vice president of sales and marketing at McNeil, a division of Johnson & Johnson. "Eighty percent of patients respond to stimulants.

"Doctors say parents are drawn to Strattera because its side effects are more mild than other drugs, which can cause weight loss, irritability and sleeplessness.

A "lot of parents just don't want to use stimulants for their children," said Dr. Charles Gist, a child psychia
trist in Little Rock, Ark.

Stimulants increase the body's production of dopamine, a chemical necessary for concentration. Strattera instead blocks cells from reabsorbing norepinephrine, another chemical considered important in regulating attention; more norepinephrine thus remains in the brain.

Bert Hazlett, an industry analyst with Suntrust Robinson Humphrey, attributes some of Strattera's rapid growth in sales to Lilly's expertise in marketing drugs for the central nervous system, gleaned by years of pro
moting Prozac, its blockbuster anti
depressant.

Strattera is a key pillar in strengthening Lilly's sales and earnings, which plummeted when it lost the Prozac patent in August 2001.

In the second quarter, Strattera posted $74.5 million in sales. That strong showing prompted Hazlett to raise his 2003 revenue projection to $340 million from between $150 to $175 million. He now believes the drug's sales potential exceeds $1 billion.
Recall candidates, minus Schwarzenegger, hold first debate

Bustamante justifies funding from Indian tribe

Arnold skips debate, gets egged at speech at university
Austria

Annan urges U.S. to accept treaty banning weapons testing

Associated Press

VIENNA — U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan and other diplomats appealed to the United States and other holdout nations Wednesday to ratify an international treaty banning nuclear weapons tests, saying the agreement would help the world achieve peace.

The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty is considered a critical element in stopping the spread of nuclear weapons, since a testing ban makes developing such arms almost impossible.

"The entry into force of the treaty would be a victory for the cause of peace," Annan said in prepared remarks. "It cannot come too soon."

A dozen countries — including the United States — have declined to ratify the treaty, with everything else having the Senate reject it three years later.

The Bush administration did not send a representative to Wednesday's opening session of a conference on the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

"I believe it's clear that from the direction of the Bush administration, they would be happy for the test ban treaty to go away," said Rose Gottemoeller, a senior associate at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

"The United States and other holdout nations whose intransigence has frustrated efforts to negotiate a comprehensive, legally binding treaty," Gottemoeller said, "will find it difficult to continue long-standing U.S. national security by closing off the option of testing.

"The Americans must ratify the documeny or it will not take effect."

They have on their platter?"

At the gratuitous nature" of the

Mr. Annan and other diplomats appealed to the United States and other holdout nations Wednesday to ratify an international treaty banning nuclear weapons tests, saying the agreement would help the world achieve peace.

The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty is considered a critical element in stopping the spread of nuclear weapons, but since a testing ban makes developing such arms almost impossible.

"The entry into force of the treaty would be a victory for the cause of peace," Annan said in prepared remarks. "It cannot come too soon."

A dozen countries — including the United States — have declined to ratify the treaty, with everything else having the Senate reject it three years later.

The Bush administration did not send a representative to Wednesday's opening session of a conference on the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

"I believe it's clear that from the direction of the Bush administration, they would be happy for the test ban treaty to go away," said Rose Gottemoeller, a senior associate at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

"The United States and other holdout nations whose intransigence has frustrated efforts to negotiate a comprehensive, legally binding treaty," Gottemoeller said, "will find it difficult to continue long-standing U.S. national security by closing off the option of testing.

"The Americans must ratify the document or it will not take effect."

Amtrak will receive $1.35 billion subsidy

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Amtrak would get $1.35 billion in federal subsidies next year under a bill approved Wednesday by a Senate subcommittee that gives the railroad more money than President Bush wants but less than Amtrak officials have said they need.

The cash-strapped carrier has said $1.8 billion is necessary to retain existing levels of service, but critics want Amtrak to first drop money-losing lines and make other changes.

Bush proposed only $900 million, the same amount included in a bill the House plans to consider this week, so Amtrak officials expressed relief at the Senate figure.

"Amtrak is encouraged" by the Senate bill and will "look to Congress to provide an adequate level to fulfill our needs," said Amtrak spokesman Clifford Black.

The bill would defer repayment, for an additional year, of a $100 million federal loan Amtrak received last summer.

Separately, the Republican-led Senate was to begin work Monday on a bill providing $137.6 billion for schools, health and labor programs for the budget year beginning Oct. 1.

Judge tosses charge against DEA agent

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A federal judge on Wednesday threw out a manslaughter case against a Drug Enforcement Administration agent who said the veteran agent acted in self-defense last year while struggling with a dangerous suspect.

The charge had outraged DEA officials, who said the veteran agent acted in self-defense last year while struggling with a dangerous suspect. The suspect, Egbert Dewgard, was carrying more than six pounds of cocaine before he was killed, authorities said.

The agent, Jace Tanelia, "demonstrated restraint, sound judgment and courage in the proper execution of his sworn duty to protect the public," U.S. District Judge Nicholas Garaufis wrote in his decision.

Garaufis had previously ruled the case should be heard in federal court. There — unlike state court — the agent's lawyers were allowed to argue he was immune from criminal charges because the shooting was the result of his federal duties.

Prosecutors countered that daily life forces "inappropriate" because Dewgard was a suspect in a marijuana crime, unarmed and trying to flee when he was shot May 1, 2002.

Garaufis said the prosecutor's case was a "fanciful journey" based on "remarable assertions."
Anti-abortion activist executed for murder

Associated Press

STARKE, Fla. — Paul Hill, a former minister who said he murdered an abortion doctor and his bodyguard to save the lives of unborn babies, was executed Wednesday by injection. He was the first person put to death in the United States for anti-abortion violence.

Hill, 49, was condemned for the July 29, 1994, shooting deaths of Dr. John B. Britton and his bodyguard, retired Air Force Lt. Col. James Herman Barrett, and the wounding of Barrett’s wife outside the Ladies Center in Pensacola.

As he has since the slaying, Hill showed no remorse and urged abortion foes to use whatever means to protect the unborn.

“If you believe abortion is a legitimate procedure, you should oppose the force and do what you have to do to stop it,” Hill said as he strapped to a gurney in the execution chamber. “May God help you to protect the unborn as you would want to be protected.”

Hill was pronounced dead at 6:08 p.m., Gov. Jeb Bush’s office said.

Death penalty opponents and others had urged Bush to halt the execution, some of them warning Hill’s death would make him a martyr and unleash more violence against abortion clinics. The governor said he would not be “bullied” into stopping the execution.

Florida abortion clinics and police were on heightened alert for reprisals. Several officials connected to the case received threatening letters last week accompanied by rifle bullets.

“Paul Hill is a dangerous psycho,” said Marti McKenzie, spokeswoman for Dr. James S. Pendergast, who runs clinics in Orlando, Ocala, Tampa and Fort Lauderdale.

Outside Florida State Prison, extra law enforcement officers, explosives-sniffing dogs and undercover officers were in place to prevent protests. From getting out of hand. About 50 abortion and death penalty foes quickly left following the execution as rain fell and lightning struck near the prison.

Hill, a former Presbyterian minister, had final visits with family members and his religious adviser stayed with him until just before the execution.

Since losing his automatic weapon, Hill has not fought his execution and is said to have stepped back from expressing hatred, even on death row. “I expect a great reward in heaven,” he said in an interview the day before his execution that he would be forgiven by God for killing the unborn.

“I am looking forward to glory,” Hill said. Fringe elements of the anti-abortion movement have invited the death of Dr. John Bayard Barrett, who attacked Abortion Rights and Maine’s anti-abortion movement.

“Paul Hill is a dangerous psycho,” said Marti McKenzie, spokeswoman for Dr. James S. Pendergast, who runs clinics in Orlando, Ocala, Tampa and Fort Lauderdale.

Small broadcasters and network affiliates are concerned about the new rules, which would allow the networks to join up more stations and limit local control of programming. Supporters say the changes will help broadcasters compete in a market changed by cable television, satellite broadcasts and the Internet.

The House, over the objections of a coalition of media access groups seeking to establish low-power radio stations, voted overwhelmingly in July to block the FCC rules.

The Senate plans to take up the issue next week.

The rules were challenged in court by the Prometheus Radio Project, a Philadelphia-based coalition of media access groups that campaigns for greater radio access for community groups seeking to establish low-power radio stations.

“Given the magnitude of this matter and the public’s interest in reaching the proper resolution, a stay is warranted pending thorough and efficient judicial review,” a three-judge panel of the appeals court wrote in its brief opinion. The judges did not comment on the merits of the complaint.

An attorney for the Prometheus Project, Samuel L. Spear, praised the decision. He said his clients believe their ability to broadcast will be hurt by the growth of media conglomerates.

The FCC decision “just allows the big media companies to grow bigger and to monopolize the industry more,” Spear said.

An FCC spokesman said the agency was disappointed by the decision and would continue to defend the new rules in court. In a hearing earlier Wednesday, FCC attorneys had argued that the rules could go into effect as scheduled without any long-term damage to the groups fighting it.

When the case will be heard was unclear. The appeals court has yet to rule on motions to move the case to another venue, such as Washington, D.C.

Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D., who, along with Mississippi Republican Trent Lott has been leading a group of senators trying to undo all the FCC changes, said the court’s ruling “will give a boost to our efforts.”

“The ruling recognizes what I hope most of the Senate recognizes,” Dorgan said in an interview.

Blair Levin, a FCC official who is an analyst with the Legg Mason investment firm, said the stay probably will have little immediate impact because congressional opposition to the looser ownership rules led media companies to put most of their plans on hold.

The ownership rules also face other challenges.

The National Association of Broadcasters, which opposes fewer restrictions on media ownership, said the influential industry group filed an appeal last month to block changes to how radio markets are defined and overturn rules that still prevent TV station mergers in some smaller markets.

Critics of easing ownership restrictions had asked the FCC to suspend the rules while the agency studied their impact on communities. FCC Chairman Michael Powell, one of the three Republicans who backed the new rules, had said that although the commission is examining ways to promote local programming, that issue should be addressed separately from the ownership rules.
Dillon Pep Rally 2003

This just in...

Tonight! South Quad 7pm
The thrill of the performance

You have to make the audience laugh, and that requires talent, and even for the most talented comedian there are no guarantees. Professional comedians will report that sometimes a joke that has reliably induced mass hysteria in audiences around the country for months will one day simply, inexplicably, fail to get a response. Suddenly, the comedian is on stage, feeling alone, abject, alone, humiliated and so very, very alone. We've all had the dream in which we arrive at high school only to discover that we are naked. This experience is worse and comedians have a name for it. We call it "death." So, why take the risk? It's hard to explain the feeling you get when your routine goes well. In trying to explain, one faces the danger of saying things that are disturbingly close to clichés normally associated with extreme sports. But I'll take the risk: it's the possibility of failure, the possibility that things could go wrong at any moment, that makes it so exhilarating when they go right.

Peter Wicks
An Englishman Abroad

"It's the possibility of failure, the possibility that things could go wrong that makes it so exhilarating when they go right."

The Observer Poll

How many games will the Irish win during this football season?

Vote by 5 p.m. Thursday at www.ndsmcobserver.com

Quote of the Day

"The human race has one really effective weapon, and that is laughter."

Mark Twain
writer
Be grateful for food

As a self-proclaimed Notre Dame super fan, I considered it my duty to try and get tickets to the Michigan game. After striking out with friends that go to Michigan, I was pretty happy when I heard that there would be a ticket lottery Wednesday afternoon. I thought that this was short notice, but that I'd definitely be in line.

After reading the Wednesday edition of The Observer I was somewhat confused. An ad said that the lottery would be in Recker's, while the In Brief section on page 2, claimed it would be at North Dining Hall. I went to North after my 1:55 p.m. class and after waiting in line for 10 minutes, learned that it was only at Reckers.

So I got in line behind South Dining Hall right at 3 p.m. Soon one of the new twists on this year's ticket lottery was that a person could only carry two to six IDs. So throughout this afternoon, dozens of people would just walk up to the line, give their ID to a friend, and leave despite the fact that hundreds of us had been waiting there for hours. Around 5 p.m. one of the workers came outside to notify us that the lottery would be shutting it doors at 6:07 p.m. due to NCAA rules stating that a ticket lottery can only last for 3 hours. Since I was standing about 3 feet from the door into Recker's, I figured that I could make it 3 feet in an hour. So the minutes slowly ticked away and it was suddenly 6 p.m. All of a sudden, we started hearing from people ahead of us in line that the doors wouldn't be shutting at 6:07, the actual lottery would be shutting down. We figured this had to be a misunderstanding.

But sure enough, 6:07 rolled around and I went to give my two IDs to the lady scanning them, she told me that the ticket lottery was over. I told her, "There has to be a mistake, just scan them. I've been waiting outside for three hours."

Things started getting uglier from there, as about a hundred people who had waited outside began screaming at the workers, demanding an explanation. I was one of about 50 people that stayed until 6:30 p.m. to complain and figure out how we couldn't even get entered into the lottery.

While I'm still extremely frustrated, life goes on. But there are just a few questions that remain. Why, despite the fact that the Michigan game will probably be our biggest road game of the year, was there only one person accepting and scanning IDs? For last year's Florida State ticket lottery, there were three separate lines. Why suddenly allow a student to give a stack of 60 IDs to their friend already in line when every Notre Dame event that I can remember only allowed a student to carry two IDs, six at the most? I could list some of these things side by side if this was a "first come, first serve" ticket giveaway.

Last week I miseed out on Purdue tickets because I didn't get to the line at 6 a.m. like my buddies did. But a ticket lottery is supposed to give everybody an equal chance, not just reward the people who got there early with the IDs from every person in their dorm.

Justin Feeney
Oklahoma State Daily O'Collegian
Sept. 4

Guest Column

Hitler and country music?

Adolph Hitler had Joseph Goebbels to sway the opinion of the masses. Israel has the Academy of Country Artists. The U.S. government has no need of a propaganda minister — they have country music.

Jared Vaughn
The Oklahoma State Daily O'Collegian

Editorial Cartoon

There's more than two million applicants for that job lined up outside...

Submit a 250-600 word letter to the editor. E-mail it to viewpoint.16@nd.edu.
Putting a humble man on a pedestal

Rich Mullins' new biography shares a life dedicated to sharing his gift of music and his love of an awesome God.

By BECCA SAUNDERS

Rich Mullins is a name that most know and nearly everyone recognizes as familiar. Whether heard in passing conversation, on the radio or at church, the name Rich Mullins is one that is heard all over the country, even all over the world.

Rich Mullins is known for many things, but above all he is known for his work as a contemporary Christian singer and songwriter. In his biography, Rich Mullins, His Life and Legacy: An Arrow Pointing to Heaven, by James Bryan Smith, a long-time friend of Mullins, the life of Rich Mullins is laid out in an honest and sincere narrative. Mullins is known for his immensely popular songs (including "Awesome God," "The Love of Zion," "That Where I Am, There You May Also Be"), but this guide on Mullins' life aids in viewing the deeper and touching person that Rich Mullins truly was in his entirety.

James Bryan Smith, a good friend whom Rich rented a room and lived with for over two years, is credited for penning this book. Smith's writing may be mediocre at best, but he respects and cares for Rich Mullins' work.

Above all else, he was a messenger for a man's life who did many of Mullins' Christian philosophies and opinions throughout the novel. Rich was ecumenical in the highest sense of the word. While growing up Protestant, he loved going to church. At one time, he almost became Catholic, but decided to remain Catholic and focus sincerely on Jesus. Mullins was famous for "burning people's sacred cows" when he would perform and various different types of church events.

As a child, Mullins was a bit of an outlaw, and after failed attempts at athleticism, he accepted his gift of music. He began performing in churches and for small gatherings and eventually began a band called Zion, of which he was one of the four members. Mullins went through many phases in his life and eventually moved to an Indian reservation in the Southwest where he began a group called the Kid Brothers of St. Frank. This group was based on many of the teachings of St. Francis, whom Mullins was a great admirer of and very interested in. Mullins and the other members of the Kid Brothers dedicated their lives to service and prayer.

Throughout the book, Mullins' life journey is depicted and accompanied by entertaining stories of the truly redemptive life of Rich Mullins. He always felt that he was not worthy of the awesome love that God provided him with, and that he, like everyone else, was a sinner. The beauty of Rich Mullins was that he embraced his sinfulness and then turned and gave it all back to God. He never claimed to have any of the answers; he simply pointed people directly toward God as their answer, remaining, as cliché as it may be, a true "arrow pointing towards heaven."

This biography does not fit neatly into any one subject matter; it covers so many of the aspects of an ordinary man's life who did extraordinary things with his God-given talents. The story of Mullins is inspiring even at its lowest points. Mullins was a man, not a myth, and he never hoped to be known as anything more than simply a man. He had an incredible way of really being able to break down the character of Jesus as human, just as Mullins was and we all are humans. The human aspect of Jesus is one that many people, when they begin to really focus on it, aren't very comfortable with. This view of Jesus, cultivated Mullins, inspiring him and working through him to all of the people he touched through his example and life. Whether people think "Awesome God" is the greatest or the most annoying contemporary Christian song in existence, this book should be read. It is interesting, inspiring and, at times, hilarious. Mullins was many things in his life. Above all else, he was a messenger for a power he never felt worthy to serve, and by living as such, showed many people and continues to show many people today, the correct way to direct your life.

Contact Becca Saunders at bsuanders@nd.edu.
Michel Faber’s racy idea of Sugar

Michel Faber writes a scandalous novel from the viewpoint of a Victorian London “working girl” called Sugar.

By MOLLY GRIFFIN
Scene Writer

After a long school year consisting of what seems like endless reading, most students throw in the literary towel over the summer and try to forget that they exist in a similar policy is held with regard to du Lac. Though it is an understandable situation, students can miss out on reading books which might not appear on a school assigned reading list and whose literary merit is somewhat on the sketchy side.

Contrary to popular opinion, not every novel read during the summer or outside of the classroom has to be by Danielle Steel or John Grisham in order to be scandalously good.

The Crimson Petal and the White, by Michel Faber, is well-written enough to avoid being insulting or childish and still deals with subject matter capable of making Jackie Collins blush.

The book chronicles the rise of a prostitute in Victorian London from the scum of the gutter to the fringes of respectability, but this doesn’t mean that it skimps on the good parts. With the right blend of scandal, atmosphere and character, this book will bring back your desire to read just when your textbooks had made you question the merits of being literate.

When the protagonist of a book is named Sugar, you can feel fairly certain that it won’t show up on one of your academic reading lists or in a Core discussion this semester.

Faber quickly squashes the stereotypical view of Victorian London as a realm composed entirely of eloquent gentlemen and socially graceful women in his book. Whores with few inhibitions and the lecherous men who keep them in business dominate the landscape of the novel, and this picturesque backdrop sets the scene for the story of Sugar, the quintessential “hooker with a heart of gold,” who certainly is no Julia Roberts.

Sugar is an author who has devoted her life to composing a novel about the realities of prostitution and the evils of men, in which her protagonist perpetrates acts of violence against the very men who have caused her life so much pain. Her writing allows her an outlet for her emotions without interfering with her ability to earn her livelihood, but, like most diaries or pieces of writing that cling to closely inhibitions and the lecherous men who keep them in business dominate the lecture on your summer reading list and whose literary merit is somewhat on the sketchy side.

The grim reality of life on the street, not only for prostitutes but other destitute individuals as well, contrasts with the façade of beauty that the extreme upper echelon of wealth resides in. Sugar’s ability to survive and adapt in both the slums and the mansions makes her an extremely interesting character that would have made Darwin proud. The contrasts between grim reality and constructed fantasy, as well as between chastity and unabashed sexuality, makes the novel difficult to predict and even harder to put down.

Sugar’s rise from the oppression of living in the gutter to the different but equally repressive arena of respectability begins when she meets a sexually and economically frustrated businessman named William Rackham.

The only reason William is in line to take over his family’s perfume company results from the fact that his older brother, Henry, passed on family’s perfumery business to his younger brother, William. (Henry died in line to take over his family’s perfume company results from the fact that his older brother, Henry, passed on family’s perfumery business to his younger brother, William. (Henry died.

On top of his economic woes, William Rackham’s wife, Agnes, is mentally unsound and begins to lose her ability to hide it from polite society. (Agnes’ outbursts of insane impro-priety are just as interesting as any of Sugar’s “business” activities.) Sugar begins her ascent above the Rackham family and must make a choice about where her loyalties lie.

The Crimson Petal and the White provides interesting insight into the lives of prostitutes and their reasons for joining such a stigmatized profession. It also permits insight into tangled web of deciphering between sex and love. The difficulties in eradication prostitution are explored, and with that, it looks at human culture’s fascination with prostitutes.

The book may not always paint a pretty picture, but it is a deeply absorbing story with enough scandal and intrigue to keep one reading until the last page has been turned. It’s a fairly hefty tome but worth the time required to read it. Don’t let required reading stamp out your desire to enjoy other books, especially trashy, scandalous novels about prostitutes in the back alleys of history.

Contact Molly Griffin at mgriffin@nd.edu.

If you think you’re a hip cat, then you need to get out on the Scene!

Email Sarah at scene@nd.edu or call 1-4540.
Angry Alou releases his fury against Cardinals

CHICAGO — Moises Alou was angry when he arrived at Wrigley Field on Wednesday and already took it out on the St. Louis Cardinals.

Alou had a career-high five hits, including a go-ahead single in the eighth inning that capped a come-from-a-six-run deficit and led the Cubs over the Cardinals 8-7.

Alou then said he was still upset over an umpire’s call that the Cubs felt cost them the second game of Tuesday’s doubleheader. A bases-loaded drive down the line by Alou was called foul — even though a photo appeared to show it hit the line — and the Cubs lost 2-0.

Before the game, Alou said he was still upset over an umpire’s call that the Cubs felt cost them the second game of Tuesday’s doubleheader. A bases-loaded drive down the line by Alou was called foul — even though a photo appeared to show it hit the line — and the Cubs lost 2-0.

Then, in May 2002, he did it again, breaking the middle of his right hand.

Philadelphia, Montreal

Kevin Millwood had almost lost his temper during the first inning. If he didn’t keep his emotions in check, Philadelphia could have fallen behind.

"After I got out of that inning, I still wasn’t very happy," Millwood said. "I had to calm myself down to where I was going to go out and pitch and try and give us a chance to win the game."

Millwood did, backed by a home run and two RBIs by Jim Thome as the Phillies beat the Montreal Expos Wednesday for their fifth win in six games.

San Francisco, Colorado

Four even earlier homers saved the Colorado Rockies from matching a club record with their third straight road loss.

Pinch-runner Eric Young danced around a tag at the plate and scored the winning run as the San Francisco Giants defeated the swinging Rockies on Wednesday.

Young scored on a sacrifice fly by Edgar Alfonzo. Colorado right fielder Larry Walker, who has one of the game’s best arms, threw off line and Young scrambled to avoid a sweeping tag by catcher Charles Johnson before dividing on home.

San Diego, Arizona

Already eliminated from the playoff race, the San Diego Padres were only too happy to continue the Arizona Diamondbacks’ misery.

Gary Matthews Jr. hit a two-run triple to highlight the seventh-inning run as the Pads won on Wednesday to sweep a two-game series and hand the NL West rival Diamondbacks their fifth straight loss.

Florida, Pittsburgh

Desperate to beat Pittsburgh, the Florida Marlins handed the ball to Josh Beckett. And the right-hander did the rest.

Beckett pitched shutout ball into the eighth inning and drove in a run as the Marlins remained tied for the NL wild-card lead after a victory over the Pirates on Wednesday night.

Beckett (7-7) won for just the second time in seven starts, allowing just three hits over 7 2-3 innings. He retired 13 of his first 14 batters before giving up a one-out double to Carlos Rivera in the fifth.

Jason Kendall singled in the sixth, and Tike Redman singled in the eighth.

The Cubs Moises Alou homers earlier this season against Atlanta. Alou had five hits, including the game-winner in the eighth inning against the Cardinals Wednesday.

San Diego 12, Arizona 0

Already eliminated from the playoff race, the San Diego Padres were only too happy to continue the Arizona Diamondbacks’ misery.

Gary Matthews Jr. hit a two-run triple to highlight the seventh-inning run as the Pads won on Wednesday to sweep a two-game series and hand the NL West rival Diamondbacks their fifth straight loss.

Miami 9, Cincinnati 6

Brady Clark hit a home run, triple and double and scored four runs as the Milwaukee Brewers won for the 14th time in 16 games, beating the Cincinnati Reds 9-6 on Wednesday night.

Clark, 3-for-4 with two RBIs, hit four out to right in the bottom of the eighth, missing his first career cycle by just a single. Richie Sexson had three RBIs for the Brewers.

William Ryan Branyan hit his seventh home run for the Reds.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame office, 924 South Dining Mall. Deadline for non-daily classifieds is 3 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid.

The charge is 3 cents per character per day, including all spaces. The Observer reserves the right to edit all classifieds for content without inquiring first.
Campus Ministry

sign up now

Get involved, go on a retreat
Applications available in Room 114 and online at campusministry.nd.edu

Freshman Retreat #48
Retreat Date: September 26-27
Sign-up deadline: September 15
114 Coleman-Morse Center

Notre Dame Encounter Retreat #77
Retreat Date: September 26-28
Sign-up deadline THIS FRIDAY!
114 Coleman-Morse Center

Sophomore Road Trip
September 26-27a0 October 3-5
Sign-up deadline: September 19
114 Coleman-Morse Center

what's happening

today 9:4
Catechist Information Session
5:30 p.m.
330 Coleman-Morse

sunday 9.7
RCIA-Info Session for Candidates & Sponsors
1:00 p.m.
330 Coleman-Morse

Eucharistic Ministers' Workshop
3:15 p.m.
Basilica of the Sacred Heart

Info Kick-off for Protestant Students
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Coleman-Morse Lounge

Lectors' Workshop
8:15 p.m.
Basilica of the Sacred Heart

new website

For upcoming events, retreat applications, mass schedules, pictures and daily reflections, check out the brand new Campus Ministry website at:
campusministry.nd.edu

mass schedule

[Date]
basilica of the sacred heart
Saturday Vigil Mass
30 minutes after the game
Rev. James F. Flanigan, c.s.c.

45 minutes after the game (Stepan Center)
Rev. Richard V. Warner, c.s.c.

Sunday 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Nicholas R. Ayo, c.s.c.
11:45 a.m.
Rev. Richard V. Warner, c.s.c.

around campus (every Sunday)
1:30 p.m.
Spanish Mass
Zahn Hall Chapel

5:00 p.m.
Law School Mass
Law School Chapel

7:00 p.m.
MBA Mass
Mendoza C/OB
Faculty Lounge

considerations...

I experienced it and so did the Men of Zahm
by Fr. Richard Warner, c.s.c.
Director, Campus Ministry

Last Saturday, seven young men pronounced their perpetual vows as Holy Cross religious, and on Sunday, they were ordained as deacons. In fewer than six months, these new dons will be united in Communion. As I participated in the Masses celebrating their final profession and ordination as deacons, I could not help but think about them and their commitment, and about the situation our Catholic Church in the United States has been experiencing for the past eighteen months.

A relatively few of our bishops and priests have caused grave scandal because of engaging in sexual misconduct with minors, often years ago, but which is only coming to light now. Many Catholic people remain torn in their defense for the Church because it is so well grounded and probably because the priests that have been known to have harmed them have falsified. But I realize that there are other faithful believers who are scandalized, and probably have distanced themselves from the Church.

The primary persons who suffer from sexual abuse are the victims themselves. But these are other significant consequences for all of us as well.

We have many wonderful bishops and priests in our country, and authentic lay people who serve our Church generously and well. Millions of faith-filled believers perform acts of charity and love that are known to God alone.

Our Church has always had a voice for developing, promoting and upholding public moral positions which are firm at odds with a process of secularization which reduces our basic core values to a people. Some examples include their documents on war and peace, and on economic justice in the 1980's, their letter on homophobia entitled "All Our Children," and their opposition of wolfish refugees. And in a felonious action about how our senior citizens can receive the health care that they need and deserve, a moral and ethical perspective is not part of the national debate.

As a result, there has been less guidance than our country needs with regard to the new concept of a persuasive war, such as the one we are waging in Iraq and Afghanistan. At a time when the family structure is under extraordinary stress, and some are unions are all but equated to the sanctioning of a normality from a legal perspective, our Church's guidance is absent. When citizens' rights deeply embedded in our civic tradition and laws are under extreme pressure, no moral voice is raised to question the legal appropriateness of indefinite detention without charges being filed or combatant rights respected. A new ethnic profiling of people is underway who sometime only threaten us because we look like more our cousins than they do for us, without a call for legitimacy and steadfastness. And in a following action where our bishops call the Catholic Church, the poor people, especially single mothers, without possibilities for a decent life. Today some bishops are hounded by negative articles in the press. Others appear to be so attached to the scandal and the consequences that these voices have been muted at a critical moment in our history.

We love our Church, the Church and the Christian Community we form as Notre Dame. I believe we acknowledge our need for the Church's guidance so that we can live our lives in conformity to the Gospel. We believe and profess as people of faith.

We love our faith, our Church and the Christian Community we form as Notre Dame. I believe we acknowledge our need for the Church's guidance so that we can live our lives in conformity to the Gospel. We believe and profess as people of faith.

I experienced it and so did the Men of Zahm.

...
The Winning Michigan Football Game Ticket Lottery Numbers

438511 438537 438632
437959 438551 437955
437968 438573 437983
437960 438618 437994
438303 438625 438022
438622 437957 438023
438086 437958 438047
438299 437962 438089
438580 437980 438108
438247 437985 438114
438282 437993 438125
438265 438008 438152
438446 438115 438157
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**Farve and Hovan save talk for playing field**

Associated Press

GREEN BAY, Wis. — When Chris Hovan hung a replica of Brett Favre's green and gold No. 4 jersey in his locker this offseason for inspiration, Favre said Minnesota's star defensive tackle ought to get a life and a wife.

Hovan said the Green Bay quarterback must be going through a mid-life crisis to say that about him.

The verbal exchange was tame compared to last December, when the two crossed paths after Green Bay's 26-22 victory at Lambeau Field and Favre made an obscene gesture to Hovan before darting off through the tunnel.

Both Favre and Hovan are saying all the right things this week as the Vikings and Packers prepare for their opener Sunday in Green Bay.

"This game's about two teams, not two men," said Hovan.

Favre couldn't have said it better himself.

"I don't plan on talking going into this game. I plan on playing," Favre said.

Aside from their postgame spat in December, the two have never spoken to each other off the field.

"I've never had the chance," Hovan explained. "He's been to Pro Bowls and I haven't. So, maybe one year I'll be able to see him out there. But the only time we get to talk is on the field."

And it's usually more R-rated than this.

Favre said he considers Hovan among the best defenders in the NFL.

"You have to account for a guy like Chris, Warren Sapp, (Brian) Urlacher, Derrick Brooks and so on," Favre said. "Now, for me, personally, I don't go up against Hovan. But our offensive linemen know it's a huge challenge for them. He's not the only player on their team. But he is a relentless player who never quits."

Despite all the happy talk this week, fresh in the minds of players from both teams is the sideline scuffle that erupted last year when Darren Sharper needlessly returned a game-ending interception toward the end zone, zigzagging his way downfield instead of falling down.

Afterward, while Favre and Hovan were getting into it in the south end zone, several players were scuffling near the Vikings' bench in a brawl that resulted in six players being fined a total of $40,000.

Given the bad blood, many fans are wondering if Round 2 between Favre and Hovan is coming Sunday.

"We're going over to play a football game," Vikings coach Mike Tice said. "I'm not Don King. We're not going over to have a boxing match."

Havre, who has started 190 consecutive games, said he's not worried about taking a cheap shot from Hovan.

"I would seriously doubt that he would ever go after someone intentionally," Favre said.
Two matches of 108 played at rainy U.S. Open

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Here's an indication of how desperate everyone is for tennis at the rain-soaked U.S. Open: The match that was under way on Monday night at the U.S. Tennis Association's courthouse was suspended on two occasions. Lindsay Davenport's quarterfinal against Paula Suarez was put off, and then she was scheduled to play a quarterfinal Thursday night. And some matches would have to play four matches in four days.

If they actually played four matches in four days, in the fourth or even the third one, it would be impossible for them to be at their best," McEnroe said after trying to entertain the paying customers by hitting balls into the seats at Arthur Ashe Stadium.

The Clijsters-Mauresmo match was supposed to start at 11 a.m., but they didn't get hit a ball in anger until nearly three hours later. At the changeover after the third game, with a light mist falling, Earley came out to check the court. He and the chair umpire slid their feet along the white lines to see how slippery it was, while Mauresmo draped a towel over her shoulders, and Clijsters donned a jacket to try to stay warm.

"It's almost completely stopped," Earley said in the chair umpire, holding his palms up to check for rain-drops. "Do you feel it? I feel just the tiniest mist." Then, a few minutes later, Earley said to both players: "If you go back to the locker room, can I get you fairly quickly? You can go into my office if you like. How quickly can you get out here? Two minutes? Three minutes?"

Then the Mauresmo and Clijsters both nodded, gathered their things and left the court, serenaded by boos, whistles and jeers from the few thousand fans on hand.

At least they made it onto a court — and already are in the quarterfinals.

So, too, is Andre Agassi, the only man with a spot in the final eight secured, because his match against Taylor Dent ended Tuesday night when Dent quit with a leg injury. Otherwise, there were three men's fourth-round matches suspended in progress Tuesday night and four that never even started.

The women still have two fourth-round matches to be completed: two-time major champion Mary Pierce vs. No. 7 Anastasia Myskina, No. 15 Ai Sugiyama vs. No. 29 Francesca Schiavone. Those matches began Monday night, continued Tuesday night, were suspended and completed Monday, Tuesday night and four that never even started.

When they were pushed to Thursday, Sugiyama was leading Schiavone 7-6 (5), 5-4 and Myskina was ahead of Pierce 7-6 (2), 2-0 when they were sent home Tuesday.

"If the score is 2-2, or at the beginning of the match, it shouldn't be that frustrating. But it's all the end of the set, so it's hard to keep your concentration," Sugiyama said Wednesday.

"We have no voice, of course — when we're going to play or where we're going to play. We were among the players who took advantage of the three indoor practice courts that the U.S. Tennis Association made available Wednesday morning.

Until then, those courts were being used for SmashZone, where fans can measure how fast they serve or play the role of sports broadcaster by calling action from a match on tape.
**NBA**

**Arrest warrant charged Bryant with false imprisonment**

Associated Press

**DENVER — Authorities looking to arrest NBA star Kobe Bryant on a sexual assault charge also wanted to charge him with false imprisonment, according to a copy of the arrest warrant unsealed Wednesday.**

The handful of documents released by a judge contain few details but provide a glimpse into how authorities put together their case.

Separately, a state judge rejected a newspaper's request to release recordings of 911 calls made from the home of Bryant's accuser, saying they are "intensely personal" and could subject the woman to "harassment and abuse."

Bryant was charged with a single count of felony sexual assault alleging he raped an employee at a Colorado resort where he was a guest June 30.

The Los Angeles Lakers' guard has said the two had consensual sex. An Oct. 9 preliminary hearing will determine whether the case will go to trial.

The Los Angeles Lakers' guarantee has said the two had consensual sex. An Oct. 9 preliminary hearing will determine whether the case will go to trial.

While Bryant was only charged with sexual assault, the July 3 arrest warrant said there was "probable cause" Bryant was also guilty of false imprisonment, a misdemeanor punishable by up to a year in jail.

The decision to charge Bryant with only the sexual assault count was made by Eagle County District Attorney Mark Hurbert. He has not explained why he pressed only one charge.

The prosecutor probably chose to drop that charge to avoid the risk of a conviction on false imprisonment rather than the more serious sexual assault charge, Denver criminal defense attorney Dan Recht said.

"The jury won't know it's a class 2 misdemeanor and won't even know it's a misdemeanor. False imprisonment has a serious ring to it," Recht said.

Conviction on the sexual assault charge could bring a sentence of four years to life in prison or 20 years to life on probation.

There was no immediate response Wednesday to calls seeking comment from Bryant's attorneys, the district attorney and the Eagle County sheriff's office.

Authorities have not said what allegedly happened in Bryant's hotel suite.

Meanwhile, the Vail Daily had asked local police for records about emergency responses to what allegedly happened in the woman's home for 12 months starting last July. The records include unspecified requests for medical help and a report of the alleged sexual assault.

In denying the newspaper's request, District Judge Richard Hart said he agreed with police and a psychologist who filed an affidavit at the woman's request that releasing the records would harm her and jeopardize her and her family's safety.

"The woman 'has already experienced harassment, threats and abuse.' " Hart wrote.

"The subject matter of the records is intensely personal and disclosure would likely present an unfair perception of the alleged victim, subjecting her to further harassment and abuse."

Also unsealed Wednesday was Judge Russell Granger's order allowing Bryant to leave Colorado on July 4 about a half-hour after he surrendered to authorities.

Earlier this week, media organizations filed notice that they will appeal Judge Frederick Gannett's order to withhold from the public most of the detailed court records in the case. Prosecutors have said they will not appeal the order. Bryant's attorneys have not indicated their plans.

---

**NBA**

**Have You Made Your Mark?**

**Fall Break Seminars**

October 19-25, 2003

Deadline: Sept. 4

---

**Appalachia Seminar**

Explore the religious, social, political and environmental issues facing the Appalachian region. (Theo 361)

**Gospel of Life Seminar**

Investigate a variety of pro-life issues (death penalty, euthanasia, stem cell research, abortion) in Washington, D.C. with Church, legislative, and non-governmental organizations. (Theo 368)

**Cultural Diversity Seminar**

Experience the diversity of our nation through food, art and dialog with community leaders at sites throughout Chicago. (Theo 362/Soc 362/IPS 362)

**Washington Seminar**

Meet with Catholic public policy organizations, activists and government leaders as we study how Christians are called to live and work in the world. (Theo 363/POLS 333W)

**The Gullah Seminar**

Examines the rich history and culture of South Carolina's Gullah people, many of whom are descendants of slaves brought over from West Africa. (AFAM 368/CSC 355)

**Rosebud Reservation Global Health Initiative Seminar**

Empower yourself in healthcare and healthcare delivery on the Rosebud Native American reservation in South Dakota. (Theo 368)
CHICAGO — David Ortiz b simmered in back-to-back at­ bats Wednesday night, includ­ ing a solo shot in the 10th inning to give the Boston Red Sox the lead. The victory over the Chicago White Sox.

Ortiz finished with four RBIs, matching his career-high. Manny Ramirez also homered in his first game back in the lineup after being injured.

The victory put Boston three games behind the AL East- leading Yankees, who lost to Toronto on Wednesday. The two teams have a three-game series in New York this week­ end. The Red Sox also pulled even with Seattle in the wild­ card race.

Jose Valentin hit a solo homer, but it wasn't enough to keep the White Sox from losing to the New York Yankees.
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ATHLETIC TRAINING & SPORTS MEDICINE

There will be a meeting for any Notre Dame freshman students interested in the student athletic training program. The meeting will be held on Monday, September 8, at 4:15 p.m. in the Joyce Center Athletic Training Room.

NOTRE DAME TICKETS
Buy • Sell • Trade
ALL GAMES • ALL LOCATIONS
$5 EARN EXTRA INCOME $5 CASH PAID TODAY FOR TICKETS
CALL PREFERRED TICKETS NOW 234-5650

BOSTON’s Ortiz, who hadn’t started games in 10 starts before Wednesday, was el­ liminated from the all-time lead in games started by a pitcher, finishing at 297 for his career.
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Orioles pitcher Rodrigo Lopez pitched a perfect game Wednesday night, allowing Boston’s David Ortiz to hit his second home run of the game.
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Orioles batter David Ortiz hit a three-run home run in the 11th inning against the Chicago White Sox Wednesday night.

The Associated Press
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NEW YORK — New York Rangers goalie Mike Richter will officially retire Thursday, nearly 10 months after he was sidelined with a second concussion.

Richter spent his entire 14-year NHL career with the Rangers. The popular goalie led the team to the Stanley Cup in 1994 — the Rangers’ first NHL title since 1940 — and leaves with more than a dozen club records.

His record was 301-258-73, and he holds team marks for most games in net at 666, and most minutes played at 38,185. The Rangers called a Thursday news conference, and a hockey source who spoke to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity confirmed Richter’s retirement.

Richter, who turns 37 later this month, was kneed in the head during a game against the Edmonton Oilers on Nov. 5, 2002 — the final win of his career. The hit came after Richter missed the final nine games from the previous season with a skull fracture.

Richter’s retirement run academies in the Dominican Republic and Venezuela, signing many prospects to minor league contracts.

“The real winners today are the children of families of Latin America,” said Fernando Mateo, president of Hispanics Across America. “Young players in the Dominican Republic and across Latin America will now enjoy the safeguards against dangerous steroids that they deserve.”

Players with minor league contracts undergo up to three random tests per year under baseball’s policy.

There is a different policy for players with major league contracts. Many prospects are represented by the Major League Baseball Players Association.

Run academies in Latin America will now test players with major league contracts. The first covering the major leagues since 1985 — each player was given two announced tests.
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Rick Carlisle signs four-year deal with Pacers

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — A week ago, Rick Carlisle was content to spend the upcoming NBA season in a television studio. On Wednesday, he jumped back into coaching.

Carlisle ended a week of speculation by signing a four-year contract with the Indiana Pacers, the same team that bypassed him in favor of Isiah Thomas three years ago.

Carlisle was the only person new Pacers president Larry Bird considered for the job.

"I was probably two or three days from taking ESPN’s offer before Larry called me with this opportunity," he said.

Carlisle didn’t hesitate to give Bird an answer. The only snag was contract negotiations.

Bird, Carlisle and Pacers CEO Donnie Walsh all declined comment on how much the deal was worth.

But Bird indicated Carlisle agreed to a contract worth less than the going rate for an experienced NBA coach, at least initially, because the Pacers still owe Thomas $5 million for this season. Thomas was fired Aug. 27.

The Detroit Pistons owe Carlisle $2 million after firing him in June.

"It would never have happened if he didn’t help us out in a big way," Bird said.

Carlisle replaces Thomas, who was 131-115 in three seasons. The Pacers reached the playoffs all three years under Thomas, a Hall of Famer who spent his entire 13-year playing career with the Pistons, but also had three straight first-round playoff exits.

Wednesday’s news conference announcing the hiring of Bird’s longtime friend, former teammate in Boston and former assistant with the Pacers was in stark contrast to the one in July when Bird was introduced as team president and he and Thomas walked off the stage glaring at each other.

Instead, Carlisle and Bird joked, shook hands and seemed to enjoy sharing the spotlight.

"Donnie wanted me to go to charm school and Larry wanted me to go to a Dale Carnegie course," Carlisle joked. "I told him I’d gone to a Dale Carnegie course in 10th grade. He didn’t believe me."

Carlisle turned the 45-minute session into his version of the Oscars, thanking everyone from his former players in Detroit to the Pistons front office to ESPN executives to the Pacers owners and front office.

He spent two seasons in Detroit, winning the NBA’s 2001-02 coach of the year award, and leading the Pistons last season to their first Eastern Conference finals since 1991.

While his 100-64 record and postseason success weren’t enough to keep him employed in Detroit, Carlisle’s track record and relationship with Bird were enough to win him the Pacers job.

"I like this roster very much," Carlisle said. "I had opportunities to get involved again, but I declined. This was a job, that when it came up, you had to take it.”

"He’s very serious about his work, and I think he’ll do a fine job," Bird said of Carlisle. "I expect no problems at all.”

Carlisle’s first task with the Pacers will be patching up a relationship with All-Star forward Jermaine O’Neal, the team’s leading scorer and rebounder who in July signed a seven-year contract to stay in Indiana.

Last week, O’Neal said he would not have resigned if he knew Thomas would not return.

"I had a very nice conversation with Jermaine Saturday," Carlisle said. "I told Jermaine, I understood what Isiah Thomas meant to him as a coach, mentor and friend and I told him in no way would I try to replace that.”

WE ROCK...DO YOU?
This Weekend @ Legends
THURSDAY
9 p.m. Sudsbury Shag—Campus Band
Tuffy Rhodes and the Rough Riding Xpress—Campus Band
FRIDAY
9 p.m. Oval Opus—Cincinnati’s Favorite Band
SATURDAY
9 p.m. Ten Mile Tide—San Francisco Band
Featuring on CNN
Dancing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
12 a.m. - 4 a.m.
Looking for a Job?
Student Security and Bouncers Needed
E-mail legends@nd.edu for details or call 1-2973.
Congratulations Grand Opening Prize Winners!
Hall Contest — Welsh Family Hall
Mountain Bike — Brian South
Polo Shirt — Kyle Marks
Sweatshirt — Emily Weisbecker
T-Shirt — Mark Basola
Polo Shirt — Josephine Kim
T-shirt — Tara Makowski
**Major League Baseball**

**American League East**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>83-57</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>80-58</td>
<td>.594</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>86-59</td>
<td>.605</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>81-76</td>
<td>.528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>81-57</td>
<td>.587</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American League Central**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>73-85</td>
<td>.469</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>73-66</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>71-75</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>62-77</td>
<td>.461</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>30-102</td>
<td>.231</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American League West**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>83-65</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>81-76</td>
<td>.528</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>67-72</td>
<td>.481</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>64-73</td>
<td>.482</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National League East**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>87-52</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>79-64</td>
<td>.550</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>71-65</td>
<td>.534</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>74-86</td>
<td>.485</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY Mets</td>
<td>62-76</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National League Central**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>77-46</td>
<td>.628</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>75-69</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>72-75</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>69-73</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>61-77</td>
<td>.462</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>68-78</td>
<td>.475</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National League West**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>39-52</td>
<td>.445</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>77-46</td>
<td>.628</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>76-69</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>65-76</td>
<td>.481</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>57-82</td>
<td>.410</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NFL**

**Team Record**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Last 10 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>35-102</td>
<td>.255</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Brief**

**Holmes signs extension with Chiefs**

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Running back Priest Holmes, who has led the NFL in yards from scrimmage the past two seasons, agreed to a four-year contract extension with the Kansas City Chiefs on Wednesday.

Holmes had indicated he might not play in the season opener on Sunday if a new deal was not worked out. When asked if he would now be paid as the best running back in football, Holmes smiled and said, "Let's just say that I am a happy man." He had been scheduled to make a base salary of about $2.5 million in each of the three years remaining on his contract — unquestionably below market value for a player who had 4,440 yards from scrimmage the past two seasons and was selected the NFL's most valuable offensive player for 2002.

He missed the last two games of last season with a hip injury that required surgery in February. But general manager Carl Peterson said Wednesday he was satisfied the hip had fully healed.

**Molina to mess the rest of the season**

MINNEAPOLIS — Anaheim catcher Bengie Molina broke two bones above his left wrist in the game-ending play of Wednesday's 5-4 loss to Minnesota and will miss the rest of the season.

With Anaheim leading 5-4, Shannon Stewart hit a hard shot down the left-field line. Garrett Anderson's throw home beat pinch-runner Dustan Mohr, but Mohr low-armed his shoulder and collided with Molina's glove, knocking the ball loose.

Molina, whose wrist snapped back on the play, was on the ground for several moments before teammates helped him to his feet. X-rays revealed the broken radius and ulna above his left wrist.

**Ramirez returns to lineup for Red Sox**

CHICAGO — Manny Ramirez is back where he's supposed to be, bating cleanup for the Boston Red Sox.

A day after manager Grady Little benched his slugger in a thinly veiled punishment for his recent antics, Ramirez was back in Boston's lineup Wednesday night.

I just want to make a statement that Manny Ramirez is back in the lineup tonight in left field, and he's back out there because we feel like that's the best chance we've got to win tonight," Little said before Boston's game against the Chicago White Sox.

That's the way we're going to approach every single game the rest of the way.

Little claimed he wasn't punishing his slugger by benching him Tuesday, but the message was clear.

---

**Around the Dial**

**Major League Baseball**

Cardinals at Cubs 8 p.m., FOXCH

**College Football**

Southern Mississippi at Alabama-Birmingham 7 p.m., ESPN2

**NFL**

Jets at Redskins 8 p.m., ABC

---

**Lawyer Milloy practices earlier this summer for the New England Patriots. Milloy became a salary cap casualty when the Patriots cut him due to salary cap issues. On Wednesday, Milloy signed with the Buffalo Bills.**
seemed natural for her to play for the team even when she
recorded one goal of the team's games as a sophomore in 10 games as a freshman before playing in two-thirds of the team's games as a sophomore. She recorded one goal each year while playing primarily as a midfielder.

We found out about Kim through one of our summer camps," said Waldrum. "We really liked her after getting to know her that week. We thought it would take some time for her to develop, but she's been a constant for the team even when she didn't play a lot of minutes." Carpenter saw her role increase dramatically as a junior as she played in all 21 games, including 20 starts at a multitude of different positions in the defense and midfield. This was due partly to her versatility and to the rash of injuries sustained by other members of the squad.

That developmental period has helped Carpenter become a team leader as a senior. Even as many of the injured players have returned, she has remained a fixture in the starting lineup through the first two games of the season. She also scored her first goal of the season in the opening 9-1 win over Hartford.

"I know I'm not the most talented kid on the team and I know I never will be, but every day I step on the field ready to give 110 percent. I try to set a good example for our young kids by showing them that talent will only get them so far," said Carpenter. "It's heart and guts that will pull them all the way through, and eventually allow them to win championships."

"She's always positive," said Waldrum. "And has really evolved into a leader. She's like a third captain for us. She can reach young players because he had to be patient and put her time in. She's become a phenomenal asset, someone that we really could not do without."

"Notre Dame soccer for me has been a dream come true," said Carpenter. "I always grew up saying to myself, 'I'm going to play soccer for the Irish,' but I never actually thought it would or could come true. I just reached out for my dream with all the passion and heart that I have, and somehow I got it. I consider myself blessed to be where I am, and for that reason, I will never take for granted the time that I spend in the Irish jersey."

Contact Andy Troeger at atroeger@nd.edu

The Belles put themselves in a position to win, but just didn't have enough to get it done this time.

"Saint Mary's narrowly lost on the road to conference rival Albion in a five-game match Wednesday, 30-22, 25-30, 30-17, 22-30, 5-15." The Belles (0-2, 0-1 MIAA) came into the match with two players unable to play - Michelle Turley was out with a foot injury and Anne Cusack had strep throat.

A third player, Alson Shevik, played only the back row as she tried to overcome a minor ankle injury.

Coach Julie Schroeder-Biek was impressed with her team's poise and determination to work through the adversity.

"We had a lot of obstacles to overcome that night," she said. "You name it — injuries, transportation problems... but I was really happy with how the girls played as a team."

Freshman outside hitter Kristen Playko had a phenomenal individual performance, collecting 25 kills, the most on either team. She led the Belles' leader in digs with 17 and contributed three service aces. Middle hitter Eline Rupricht led the team in blocks (four), and also added eight kills. Three service aces and 14 digs. Libero Michelle Gary was second on the team with 15 digs, followed by Shevik with 14 and middle hitter Shelly Bender with 13 digs.

Schroeder-Biek was pleased by what has been a theme so far for this year's Belles — sharing the digs as a team — and was equally pleased with how the team achieved several goals for the game.

"One of our goals against Albion was to raise our attack percentage," she said. "The Belles had an attack percentage of .128. "I can definitely tell looking at the numbers that we really improved in that department, it was a big improvement."

Contact Justin Schuver at jschuvcr@nd.edu

SAINT MARY'S 2 1 1
SMC — Concannon, Jen (4), (Noble, Katie) 14)
SMC — Culbertson, Shannon (4) 14)
SMC — Irvin, Wendy (4) 14)
SMC — Wendy (4) 14)

BELLE'S 1 1 1
SAINT MARY'S 2 1 1
Taylor U. 0 1 1

Victory continued from page 28
to be a leader as a senior. Even as many weekend. The Belles allowed only two Taylor corner kicks as opposed to four of their own.

"Being a freshmen in only her second full start, [Heline] made some big saves," Haring said.

"Culbertson, Carrie Orc, and Taylor played solid defense." Haring's main concern is that his offense doesn't fall prey to asymmetry. The Bellies have sometimes been favoring one side of the field for attacks over the other.

"Right now, we need to work on the organization of our set plays and utilize the outside midfielders," Haring said. "We need to be able to switch the field more easily."

"I expect that Saint Mary's will work the next two days then take a much-deserved weekend off."

CONTACTS

Contact Erik Powers at epowers@nd.edu

Contact Andy Troeger at atroeger@nd.edu

**BE THERE! All games held at Alumni Field**

Friday, 9/5 - 7:30 PM

#6 Women's Soccer vs Arizona State

Part of the Notre Dame Soccer Classic

Students Admission FREE!

•FREE Hand Clapper Noise Makers for First 250 Fans

Saturday, 9/6 - 7:30 PM

#3 Men's Soccer vs #6 St. John's

...Making History!

Students Admission FREE!

•FREE PIZZA (while supplies last)
•FREE Soccer Ball Maraca for First 250 Fans

Sunday, 9/7 - 1:30 PM

#6 Women's Soccer vs Oklahoma

Part of the Notre Dame Soccer Classic

Students Admission FREE!

•FREE Schedule Frisbees for First 250 Fans
SCHOOL DAZE
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE WHAT YOUR COLLEGE COMES HOME WITH—POWER OVER YOUR SOCIAL LIFE.

FIVES
Brett Campbell & Dan Zychinski
Dude, it's been two hours...
I've got to break the spell.

Dude!!!
What?

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Biblical prophet
22 Caterpillar, for
37-American
38-Down's extras
43 Like certain
44 Some factory
48 Where 38-Down
50 It may be dark or indirect: Abb.
51 Balad ending?
52 Fold
15 Backup singers, often
33 "What...?"
36 Earned
41 Jah, single
42 Bad-mouth
43 Like certain
45 500 letters?
47 River
48 Rice of
50 It may be direct or indirect: Abb.
51 Marvel's love
52 Fold
53 Theater award

DOWN
1 38-Down's
22 Caterpillar, for
13 With 34-Across
19 Namesakes of
20 Art Deco
28 To each
32 Old Ford model
33 "What...?"
34 See 12-Down
35 Like Sombrero
36 Cut ___ (dance)
37 Sierra
38 37-Across hero
39 Skirt
40 Artificial teeth
40 Artificial teeth
42 Bad-mouth
43 Like certain
45 500 letters?
46 Mother
47 River
48 Rice of
49 Such
50 It may be direct or indirect: Abb.
51 Marvel's love
52 Fold
53 Theater award

HOROSCOPES

Clare O'Brien
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The Observer

Publishes Monday through Friday, The Observer is a vital source of information on events and people in the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Community.

Join the more than 13,000 readers who have found The Observer an indispensable link to the two campuses. Please complete the accompanying form and mail it today to receive The Observer in your home.

Crossword by David J. Kahn

Unscramble these four jumbles, one letter to each square, to form four ordinary words.

S C A R F  A W A S H  A N K L E T  T I T T I O N

For answers, call 1-900-285-5565, $1 a minute or, with a credit card, 1-800-84-5554.

Helen Arnold & Mike Argirion

Happy Birthday: Take advantage of your intuition by being receptive to things you would normally turn your back on. A greater understanding of the observer will help you develop your gifts. The more you learn about others, the better the chance of success. Your numbers: 8, 14, 18, 23, 31, 40

THAT SCRABBLED WORD GAME

by Helen Arnold and Mike Argirion
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FOOTBALL

Starting rotation

Four tight ends could play Saturday

By JOE HETTLER
Sports Editor

Gary Godsey likely won't play Saturday against Washington State because of a knee injury, but the Irish have plenty of players ready to step in his place at the tight end position.

Jared Clark and Billy Palmer will start against the Cougars, while Anthony Fasano and Marcus Freeman are also likely to see playing time.

"You'll probably see a rotation of all four of those guys," Irish offensive coordinator Bill Diedrick said. "We're going to try and keep those guys fresh and rotate them in." Godsey, who had 16 receptions last season, has seen limited practice since injuring his knee. Godsey's possible absence allows other players a chance to play.

"You're always concerned when you have an injury to a returning starter," Diedrick said. "But that also gives the next guy a great opportunity to step up and make some plays.

Clark caught seven passes last season for 104 yards and played exceptionally well in the spring game, grabbing 2 passes for 47 yards and a two-point conversion.

Diedrick said Clark has shown steady improvement since the spring practices.

"His progress has been very satisfactory," Diedrick said. "It's improved a great deal with his blocking skills and he's been catching the ball very consistently."

Clark, who converted from quarterback during the 2002 spring practices, has worked hard to become a solid tight end for Notre Dame.

"When you look back on how much improvement you've made over the years, it's pretty incredible," Clark said. "You look at the young guys and remember how hard it was for you when you were young. I haven't made it yet, I'm still a long ways away, but I think I'm getting there."

Freeman gives the Irish another big body at the tight end position.

"I'm just trying to go out there and get better every day in all aspects," Palmer said. "I'm looking forward to Saturday and just getting on the field."

The other two tight ends in the rotation will be guys that have yet to step on the field for a single college down.

Fasano was a first team all-state New Jersey selection as a senior, grabbing 78 passes for 1,460 yards and 23 touchdowns as a senior. He has improved his route running and blocking abilities throughout spring and fall practice.

Freeman was a two-time all state selection from Minnesota and had 16 catches for 400 yards as a senior. At 6-foot-4, 242 pounds, Freeman gives the Irish another big body at the position.

Diedrick is somewhat concerned with the inexperience of Fasano and Freeman but said that will all change after the first few plays Saturday.

"There is a concern [about their lack of experience], but that won't last very long because after that first step they become veterans," Diedrick said.

The Irish lost their top tight end recruit when freshman Greg Olsen transferred from the team last week.

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu

SMC SOCCER

Belles set school record with win

By ERIK POWERS
Sports Writer

Saint Mary's extended its season-opening winning streak with a 2-1 victory over Taylor University. The Belles became the first team in school history to open a season with three consecutive wins.

Saint Mary's scored both of their goals in the first half. Junior Jen Concannon scored her fourth goal of the season to open the game's scoring. Sophomore defender Shannon Culbertson and senior forward Wendy Irvin both were credited with assists. Concannon added her fifth goal of the season later in the half off of an assist by junior midfielder Katie Noble.

Taylor's only goal came early in the second half on a 32 yard free kick from straight away. Coach Peter Haring was pleased with his team's effort.

"We're 3-0 right now," Haring said. "It's a great start. We're playing really well with our new concepts."

Freshman Laura Heline continued her strong play in goal. Heline had 14 saves behind a stellar defense.

The Belles accomplished their goal of cutting down the number of opponents' corner kicks. Saint Mary's allowed 14 corner kicks in its first game versus the State University of New York Rockport over the season.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Her heart beats for the sport

By ANDY TROEGER
Sports Writer

With all of the negative press surrounding scandals and other problems in college athletics, it is comforting to find examples of athletes that play sports for all of the right reasons. Notre Dame's women's soccer team has a model of that kind of athlete in senior midfielder and defender Kim Carpenter.

"Kim is every coaches' dream," said Irish coach Randy Waldrum. "She really epitomizes what a young player should be. Carpenter came to the Irish after a strong high school career at Our Lady of Mercy High School in Webster, N.Y. Considering that Notre Dame was for you when you were young. I haven't made it yet, I'm still a long ways away, but I think I'm getting there."

are for you when you were young. I haven't made it yet, I'm still a long ways away, but I think I'm getting there."

The other two tight ends in the rotation will be guys that have yet to step on the field for a single college down.

Fasano was a first team all-state New Jersey selection as a senior, grabbing 78 passes for 1,460 yards and 23 touchdowns as a senior. He has improved his route running and blocking abilities throughout spring and fall practice.

Freeman was a two-time all state selection from Minnesota and had 16 catches for 400 yards as a senior. At 6-foot-4, 242 pounds, Freeman gives the Irish another big body at the position.

Diedrick is somewhat concerned with the inexperience of Fasano and Freeman but said that will all change after the first few plays Saturday.

"There is a concern [about their lack of experience], but that won't last very long because after that first step they become veterans," Diedrick said.

The Irish lost their top tight end recruit when freshman Greg Olsen transferred from the team last week.

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu